North Carolina Clean-Energy Revenue in 2015 Soared over Year Before
by John Downey
Jan. 25, 2016 – North Carolina jobs in the clean-energy industry continue to rise, reaching 26,154 in fiscal year 2015, according to the Clean Energy Industry Census previewed Monday by the N.C. Sustainable Energy Association.
That is up 13.7% from the 22,995 jobs counted in fiscal 2014, says NCSEA’s manager of energy research, Robin Aldina.  Total revenue reached almost $7 billion, according to the census, an increase of almost 45% from the $4.8 billion calculated for the previous year.
Aldina says that a larger number of companies responded to the census in 2015, likely making the revenue figures more accurate.  The 2014 figures, with fewer respondents reporting, may have been more seriously underestimated, since NCSEA tries to keep its estimates conservative.
“I think it is fair to say we are in a steady growth phase,” Aldina says.  “We are not growing by leaps and bounds."
The largest sector industry remains energy efficiency, which was largest in the 2014 census as well.  For 2015, it accounted for 51% of clean-energy jobs, 13,037, in the state and 34% of the revenue, almost $2.4 billion.
Solar 2nd
The solar sector came in second with 21% of the jobs, or a total of 5,541, the census says, and 26% of the revenue, or more than $1.8 billion.
NCSEA counts jobs by full-time equivalent positions.  Aldina says it counts 30 hours of work as full time.  So 2 part-time employees in clean-energy businesses working 15 hours each would count as 1 full time equivalent.
Aldina went over the top-line numbers from the report in a web presentation on Monday.  The full report will be available from the NCSEA website on Tuesday.
The organization requested information from 989 N.C. companies that it counts as working in the clean-energy business.  It got responses from 678 of them, about 70%, then extrapolated estimates for the industry statewide from those responses.
Comparison with Georgia
NCSEA surveys clean-energy companies in July, August and September, so the figures represent largely totals for the first half of the year.  Solar developers were particularly busy this winter, to have projects qualify for a 30% state tax credit which ended Dec. 31, with projects grandfathered in if there was substantial work completed before the expiration date.
Any increase in hiring or revenue due to that burst of activity will not show up in the NCSEA census until next year, Aldina says.
The cindustry in Georgia accounted for 19,231 jobs and $3.3 billion in revenue according to a survey NCSEA did in that state.
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